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EDITORIAL
It is my pleasure to present to you the tenth edition of my
magazine to you.
The magazine has been quite popular among the students
and teachers at Manav Sthali School, since its launch online.
The magazine presents news and reviews on latest
Information Technology written by me and my friends. Our
focus is all kinds of technology be it in computers, mobiles,
games, cars. Everything Technical goes in here.
The different editions for magazines are available for
download at www.mvdittechbook.co.nr in a pdf format.
Suggestions are welcome for the improvement of the
magazine.

Vidit Bhargava
Editor MVDIT TECH BOOK
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It’s sleek, small, and slim. It’s the new
iPod Nano Chromatic

MVDIT TECH BOOK Times

We have a look at the new NFS Undercover
Meet ASIMO from HONDA
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Feedback
A really nice
magazine good
for one who
wants to know
about the IT world
Meet Eric Schmidt

Google Chrome

-Rishabh,
NSW
Good Work!
-Ms. Swati
Kaushik, Delhi
Good Job! Keep it
up hope you keep
making it!
- Mudit Bhargava,
Delhi

For feedback
email:
A Quick review of EA Sports FIFA
08

Welcome to our segment of Futuristic
Aircraftts

vidit.best@gmail.
com
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IN THE LIMELIGHT
The all new iPod Nano
Chromatic

Vidit Bhargava
The All new iPod nano Chromatic has arrived. Starting with the
design, it is inspired from the Microsoft Zune. Last year’s iPod
Nano 3G was given the name “FAT” by many critics but I felt it to
be good. This time the placed the buttons along the screen and
placed it vertically! That’s what was done, and not to forget the
also made the sides oval shaped. Even if they have remaid the last
years iPod Nano in a vertical form, it still looks good. It’s even
slimmer than the last year and has got more capacity at a lower
price.
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Looking at its features its fully loaded with some great features
like :

A musical Genius
Say you’re listening to a song you really like and want to hear
other tracks that go great with it.

Find your music faster
It’s even easier to find the
song you want to hear.

Rock and roll over
Tilt or turn iPod nano on its
side, and you’ll listen, watch,
and play in new ways.

Shake your groove
thing
Sometimes, we could all use
a little unpredictability.

Even your photos
rock
Pull hundreds of photos from your pocket and share them
wherever you go.

World’s biggest small screen
Watching movies, TV shows, and videos is big fun on iPod nano.
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TECH BOOK
TIMES
CHROME WORLD
Siddharth Dwivedi

Apple
Launches new iPod Nano. Welcome to the NANO Chromatic
World

Let’s go
undercover

EA to launch its new NFS Game
NFS Undercover. It is a new
concept.

GET READY FOR
GOOGLE CHROME
GOOGLE CHROME set to hit the
browsers list this month
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ASIMO’S DIARY
20th September 2008
Hubo and Actroid are back from their pilgrimage
trip, so we went to McDonalds today. The people
were astonished to see us eat food and talk to us;
some also came to photos, autographs. We liked the
food very much. I ate a Burger and French fries,
while Hubo and Qrio had a Pizza McPuff,
unfortunately Actroid couldn’t have anything as
he had a stomach ache.
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NFS UNDERCOVER
Now you must get behind the wheel and risk everything to infiltrate
a ruthless international crime syndicate and take them down.
The man you’re after is a maniac behind the wheel, and he’s driving
like his life depends on escape, which maybe it does. He’s the one
with all the answers you need, you will track him down. Needless to
say, that fleet of police cruisers in your rearview mirror won’t make
things any easier. It will take all of your experience, and every
ounce of skill, to outrun the law, take down the enemy, and unlock
the truth that puts an end
to this chase once and for
all.
Key features
Go Deep Undercover

international crime syndicate.

Race into an action-packed
story of pursuit and
betrayal. Take on jobs and
compete in races to prove
yourself as you infiltrate
and take down an

Highway Battle
Fight off the cops and others as you take down your prey in highspeed, high stake multi-car chases.
New and vastly improved AI mechanics mean more aggressive and
intelligent cops focused on taking you out fast and by any means
necessary.

Source: Internet
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CEO in the Lime light
Mudit Bhargava
This month it’s Eric Schmidt the CEO of Google.
Eric Emerson Schmidt, Ph.D (b. 1955 in Washington, D.C.) is
Chairman and CEO of Google Inc and a member of the Board of
Directors of Apple Inc.
Education
Dr. Schmidt obtained a bachelor of science degree in electrical
engineering from Princeton University and an MS in 1979 and a
PhD in 1982 in EECS from the University of California, Berkeley.
Career
Schmidt was a member of the research staff at the Computer
Science Lab at Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) and held
positions at Bell Laboratories and Zilog. In 1983, Schmidt joined
Sun Microsystems as software manager. At Sun he led the
development of Java, Sun's platform-independent programming
technology, and defined Sun's Internet software strategy. He later
became chief technology officer and corporate executive officer.
Eric Emerson Schmidt, Ph.D (b. 1955 in Washington, D.C.) is
Chairman and CEO of Google Inc and a member of the Board of
Directors of Apple Inc. From 1997 to 2001, Schmidt was CEO of
Novell
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GOOGLE CHORME
Vidit
Bhargava
This month
Google
introduced its
new web
browser,
CHROME this
month. It is an
open source
browser. It was
nice to see that
in the ACID test
it left all the
browsers running on PCs behind and came as an ultimate
winner scoring 78/100.
CHROME’S introduction has boosted some questions.
Like; Is Open Source Programming the next big thing in
computers?
Though in its Beta stages right now, It is still performing
very well it is a good experience using GOOGLE CHROME.
I will give it
browser.

/5 for a new and refreshing
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BEGALET - UNIVERSAL PERSONAL
TRANSPORT

Designed by: Scarab Aviation Labs
Description: A car shaped Personal Aircraft
Capacity: It is a very small personal jet in which only one
passenger can sit.
Speed: 60 km/h
Engine maximum power rating: 45 hp
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Vidit Bhargava
Rating:
Every year EA Sports comes out
with a new FIFA game
promising for better graphics
but they haven’t lived up to
their expectation. It has all
been an OK performance since
FIFA 09 promises a lot with its
FIFA 07 where new graphics
dynamic new graphics interface
were introduced latest. The
FIF
A 08 hadn’t given much to be said a
next gen graphic game it was good
performs in the game play though.
The game FIFA 09 Promises
again and lives up to our expectations
this time. It makes a point. The
graphics prove that the standards of
making sports games like FIFA Series
have increased. Even the home screen
is new and refreshing you feel it to be
something good from the beginning.
Coming to the game play it is good, and the inclusion of collisions
make it look like a real experience, the way in which AI comes
from its trail is very challenging for the Users, as they get very
little time to get back into the game. Being a hard core game I
chose to start with professional mood, though it was very
challenging and tough I didn’t lose the game. It ended in a draw.
So quite rightly the game is challenging and winning is not a child’s
play now. I victory today doesn’t mean a victory every day.
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Talking about the skill movements and new features, This game
has ample of new Cameras, with Dual Stick Movements, while
new effects like collisions have got the game to a higher level. The
home screen has also got some new widgets! So you can manage
your offline and
online profile,
and your
tournaments
So I would give
FIFA 09 a four
out of five for
an attempt that
for the first time
didn’t go for
vain.
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Is your web browser ACID
TESTED?
Here is a look at a few common web browsers and their
comparison on who is faster
Source: acid3.acidtest.org
GOOGLE
CHROME
78% Highest
on a PC

100%

SAFARI on
PC 75%:
PASS

78%

872

71%

6
IE 8: 21%:
FAIL
21%

0%

FIREFOX on
PC 71%: PASS
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Welcome To the MVDIT QUIZ
Q1. Who is the CEO of Google?
Q2. Name the OS used by Nokia in its mobiles?
Q3. Give the full Form of W3C.
Q4.What is the code name given for Windows 7
Q5. Who invented the Ethernet?
Q6. 1024 MB Make 1GB, 1024 GB make 1Terabyte,
1024 Terabyte=?
Q7.Which was the first Computer with a keyboard and
Mouse?

